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SEAC WELCOME  AGENDA REVIEW 

 
  
DR. SMITH: • “We want desperately for students to be back in schools,” but not at risk of 

endangering others and overwhelming hospitals. 
• He understands that the school is going to need to provide a lot of services 

when students start returning. They are working on those plans. 
• This year’s budget process is concerning, and he asked for our help. He said 

that there are 3 threats. The first is that Kerwin provided a huge amount of 
money for special services and they don’t know what will happen to that bill 
in June 2021 when it expires. Funding could be at risk for students with 
special needs. The state aide to special education could be at risk as Hogan 
proposes a different formula. The formula is based on enrollment, which we 
have seen a decline of over 3,600. The third threat is the maintenance 
budget. He asked that we all advocate for a budget that does not include 
significant cuts, because we don’t want to see programs be cut that would 
impact our children. He said he’s sharing this everywhere he goes at every 
meeting. 
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• He said that it is important that services continue to be provided regardless 
of the circumstances. Referenced the crisis and emergency closure in the 
spring and how the numbers are currently not good. He said that they have 
an obligation to follow health professionals’ advice at the state and local 
level. He said that we need to learn from this experience to avoid similar 
issues in future times of crises. 

Q&A: KEVIN LOWNDES (KL) AND JACK SMITH (JS) 

• KL: To support the budget previously, people would attend county council 
meetings, how can people advocate for the budget now? 
• JS: Email, call, and bring up the budget to every local and state elected 

officials. Tell them that budget cuts are a real threat to our vulnerable 
students. 

• KL: (From audience member) Larger systems have been able to open their 
schools during the pandemic. What can we learn from these states and 
schools that might help us to reopen schools successfully? 
• JS: Learning from history and adapting to challenges. Other states and 

school systems have had very challenging times reopening, with many 
resuming virtual learning. 50% of students in US are virtual, and the rest 
are split between hybrid and fully in person. 

• KL: (From audience member) Are there talking points about the budget that 
we can use to advocate for the budget? 
• JS: They will try to send out notes on how to advocate for the budget. 

• KL: (From audience member) With the metrics as high as they are right 
now, can you really send students back without a vaccine? Teachers are 
worried. 
• JS: Back in early Nov, the metrics were low and they they wanted to get 

students back in next semester. The metrics for the return plan were 
proposed when cases were lower and are in line with the CDC and the 
state government. The board decided that if we were within this set of 
metrics, we would try to reopen next semester. As cases started climbing, 
the board came back and asked if the metrics will be adjusted at the state 
and local level. He said that no one has yet to change their 
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recommendations. He said that other places have high daily cases and 
have schools open, but they have all sort of circumstances that we haven’t 
dealt with. FL has had to enable families the option to return virtually. He 
said that while children are not at the same risk as adults, they still 
transmit the disease. They hope that once we get below 15 cases/100,000, 
that we can accelerate the reopening plan. They are awaiting predictions 
from epidemiologists and are also preparing for when schools can reopen, 
to have students return as soon as they are able to. 

• KL: (From audience member) How many students will re-enroll after the 
pandemic is over? 
• JS: They expect between 2,000-3,000 students to reenroll into MCPS 

• KL: (From audience member) Will teachers receive priority to have access 
to the vaccine? 
• JS: They will fall after healthcare workers/retirement groups. 

• KL: (From audience member) Can there be any programs that allow any in-
person school programs for special education kids to have social emotional 
learning. 
• JS: They are considering programs that would be appointment only for 

students to come in one at a time to ensure that safety needs can be met. 
This would not be a replacement to Special Education but to supplement. 

• KL: (from audience member) Will protocol or trainings be changed for 
restraints and seclusion protocols to keep staff safe?  
• Kevin answered that they are considering that and training is 

forthcoming. Jack Smith added that they have spent millions of dollars on 
equipment. 

  
Q&A WITH PHILIP LYNCH 
 
Kevin said that Philip would be able to better answer questions about programs. 
• For students in the general education setting and speeding up the return for 

those students. So much of the focus has been on distinct programs. There is 
a rationale for prioritizing those students as they have the highest needs and 
barriers with virtual curriculum. They feel that if the phase-in plan rolls out 
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within a matter of weeks where students would phase in every 2 weeks. He 
said that some parents have expressed concern about their child having 
access to support during virtual learning. Parents should make arrangements 
with the case manager and the teacher to create an environment where the 
student can be supported in a smaller setting (breakout rooms, one on one 
with paraeducators, etc.). If you are hitting a roadblock, then contact the 
special education supervisor for your school. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION PHASE-IN SCHEDULE 

 
  
Kevin: With metrics at the current levels, they are reevaluating the phase-in 
plan because if reopening is delayed, they may adjust to bring back MORE of 
the students across all phases in sooner rather than later. Instead of 3 phases for 
the special education return plan, the return may be condensed. 

REENTRY PLAN FOR DISCRETE PROGRAMS 
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Kevin: They are also creating additional trainings to keep them safe and bring 
back students in a safe manner. They have also been working with 
transportation for students who are in special programs and figuring out routes 
based on which students expressed interest in returning in-person. Planning has 
been happening since early June. 

COMMITTEES REGARDING RETURN FOR SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 
Philip Lynch has been leading the committees revolving around return for 
special education. He said that he wanted to reassure parents of students with 
special needs who are in the general population. When they discuss students 
returning to in-person settings, they take into consideration all students with 
special needs. There is representation across the board. Amy Cropp works 
closely with him. 
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STABLE COHORTS OF CLASSROOMS 
Kevin: When evaluating return of students with special needs, they want to 
ensure that everyone is aware of these principles. Essentially, the cohort needs 
to limit the number of staff coming in and out of the cohort. They want to 
minimize transference of the virus to avoid widespread school closures. 
Students may receive specials virtually. 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS: 
There are some questions about resource classes at the middle and secondary 
level. Some parents writing that their child is having a poor experience. He said 
that the program was designed to help students get support services during the 
day and if there are individual concerns, emails can be sent. 

How are they evaluating virtual learning’s impact on special education 
students?  

He said that MCPS is doing its best under virtual learning without taxing staff/
students to monitor how students are doing. That data was shared with the BOE 
at the last meeting. 

Will other families be informed if a student with a disability can’t wear a 
mask in their classroom?  
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If there is a student can’t wear a mask consistently, then efforts would be made 
to increase distance and enhance ventilation. The student would be placed in an 
area with maximum ventilation. Whether other parents would be notified, he is 
unsure. 

Will summer school programs be expanded?  

Discussions are happening with the curriculum team to help children who need 
to catch up. They know that there will need to be additional programming.
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